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Background

- Sponsored and published by MSU’s School of Human Sciences
- First issue published in June 2013
- Peer-reviewed
- Open-access
- Online (jhseonline.com)
The Journal of Human Sciences and Extension is a peer-reviewed, open-access, online journal focused on disseminating knowledge and information to academicians, educators, and practitioners. Topics addressed include human development (e.g., early care and education, youth development); family studies; agricultural education; leadership development; extension; health and wellness; apparel, textiles, and merchandising; agricultural economics; nutrition and dietetics; family resource management; and program planning and evaluation. The journal seeks to bridge research and practice, thus all manuscripts must give attention to practical implications of the work. The journal is sponsored by the School of Human Sciences at Mississippi State University and is published three times a year.

For more information, select an option from the menu at the top of the page.

https://jhseonline.com
Topics

- Human development
- Family studies
- Agricultural education
- Leadership development
- Extension
- 4-H
- Health and wellness

- Apparel, textiles, and merchandising
- Agricultural economics
- Nutrition and dietetics
- Family resource management
- Program planning and evaluation
All manuscripts must include practical implications!
Types of Articles

• Original Research
• Brief Reports
• Practice and Pedagogy
• Theory
• Emerging Scholarship
• To the Point
• Book and Media Reviews
Special Issues

- June 2015
  - The Cooperative Extension Program Development Model: Adapting to a Changing Context (Nancy Franz & Barry Garst)
- June 2017
  - Urban Extension (Julie Fox)
- June 2018
  - Extension Framework for Health and Wellness Implementation and Scholarship (David Buys & Sonja Koukel)
Review Process

Editor

Associate Editor

Reviewers
Review for JHSE

• Contact Editor or Associate Editor in your content area
• Indicate specialty areas
• Why?
  – Learn more about JHSE – another publication outlet for Extension work
Statistics

• 261 new submissions since initiation
  – Excluding invited articles
• Most common content areas
  – Human development and family studies
  – Agricultural education and 4-H
  – Program evaluation
  – Health and wellness
  – Extension runs throughout
• 40% acceptance rate
Why Publish in JHSE?

• Empirical focus with practical application
  – Original Research and Brief Reports
• Special Issues
  – Introduce JHSE to non-traditional audiences
• Not just an “Extension” journal
• Length of peer-review process
  – Goal is 3 months for feedback to authors
• Multiple revision attempts
Tips

• Recommend appropriate reviewers
• Follow submission guidelines
  – APA format
  – Mask/blind identifying information
• Ask questions before you submit
• Once accepted for publication, meet deadlines
Contact JHSE

- Donna J. Peterson, Editor
- donna.peterson@msstate.edu
- (662) 325-9121
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